Why EMA is suitable in
measuring work-related stress
Problem statement
Work-related stress has been mainly assessed using surveys [1] providing information at
a single point in time. As a result, no detailed investigations on how various factors
gradually influence stress during the workday, can be conducted.

Advantages of EMA
In contrast to surveys, the use of an Ecological Momentary Assessment (EMA) enables
measuring the dynamic changes in stress, and what potentially evoked these changes,
occurring throughout the workday in the natural environment [1, 2, 3]. Next, prompting
measurements in real-time reduces possible recall biases in self-reported measures,
subsequently raising data validity [2, 3].

Statistical analyses
• Mixed-effects modelling [1, 2, 3, 4] is well-suited to deal with irregular sampling
intervals, missing data, and (notable) differences between individuals.
• Alternatively, multilevel path analyses [5] can be conducted in order to capture
underlying relations between included variables (i.e., what variables moderate or mediate

the observed relations).

Practical considerations
• EMA studies may require additional expertise in smartphone technology depending on
the study protocol.
• Care should be taken in data collection considering workers experiencing the most work-

related stress may tend to not apply for participation [3, 4].
• Conducting studies using EMA require major commitment from the investigator [2] given
the need of additional technical and general support during data collection.
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Contributions to the field of work-related stress
Higher perceived job demand is associated with higher reported stress and heart rate, while
higher perceived job control does not lower heart rate [4]. Notably, a higher perceived job
demand is linked to a higher work-family conflict [5]. Next to work stress, daily social
conflicts are important predictors of the development of depression symptoms [1]. Similarly,

both social tension and pressure to perform at work are associated with diminished
emotional affect [2].

Take home messages
• EMA is a feasible, effective, and user-friendly [3] way to measure daily work-related
stress in various professions.

• Sample and job characteristics (e.g., fixed or flexible working hours) should be
considered carefully in designing EMA studies.
• The use of EMA contributes to the further understanding of stress-related aspects during
work, thereby identifying factors that could be integrated in the design of interventions
aimed at improving well-being at work [2].
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